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1. This paper consists of sections A, B and C with a total of ten (10) questions. 

2. Answer all questions in section A, B and two (02) questions from section C. 

3. Section A carries twenty-five (25) marks, section B forty-f+ve (45) marks and section C 

carries thirty (30) marks. 

4. All writing must be written in space provided. 

5. All communication devices, calculators and any unauthorized materials are not allowed in 

the assessment room. 

6. Write your Assessment Number at the top right hand corner of every page. 
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SECTIONA (25 Marks) 
Answer ALL questions in this section 

1. For each of the following items (i)-(x), choose the correct answer from the given altematives and 

write its letter. 

When it is June and July the world experience cold condition and when you ask geographers, 

they tell you that the earth is far from the Sun therefore it receives very little amount of 

sunshine to make it warmer, which geographical term can we use to describe that 

phenomenon? 

A. Aphelion 
B. Equinox 
C. Perihelion 
D. Solstice 

Ifa scale is expressed in this ratio 1:250,000 it is said to be called a representative fraction 

scale, and if it is changed into words it is called a statement scale, how can you change the 

given scale into statement scale. 

(ii) 

A. 2 cm to 2.5km 
B. 2 cm to 25km 

1 cm to 2.5km C. 
D. 1 cm 250,000km 

(ii) When you study solar system you come across the concept that, winds sometimes are 

deflated. Which of the following causes deflation of winds? 

A. Revolution 
B. Rotation 

C. Sunrise 
D. Eclipse 

(iv) The water bodies are used in different purposes; however, we can classify the uses into 

several categories. Which among the following are the economic uses of water bodies? 

A. Domestic and industrial

B. Washing and transportation
C. Industrial and irrigation
D. Imigation and drinking 

Joseph visited Uganda, Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda, and Burundi he experienced the same 

(v) 
weather condition when he asked why, his teacher told him that the average weather 

condition of atmosphere of East Africa is the same where by the dominant climatic condition 

of East Africa is known as: 

A. Tropical grasslands 
B. Mediterranean 

C. Desert 
D. Equatorial 
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(vi) People of the world experience day and night and if you ask why day and night, they tell you 

that it is because the carth moves. Do you believe that the earth moves? And if you believe 

so what kind of movement is that: 

A. Rotation during day and night 
B. Revolution during the day and night 
C. Revolution around the sun and rotation on its axis 
D. Revolution around the sun 

(vii) Our Grandmother told us that she saw a ship that was moving to the West and urossed the 
International Date Line (IDL), then she asked us to tell her the impact of that movement with 

regard to time gained or lost. Finally, our old sister who is in fom two told our grandmother 

that: 

A. No time is gained or lost 
B. One whole day is gained 
C. One whole day is lost 
D. One whole day is repeated 

(vii) Teacher Goodluck was guiding students on the simple way of differentiating different kinds 

of R.F. scale. Where he told them that the smallest scale has the: 

A. Biggest denominator 
B. Biggest numerator 

C. Smallest denominator 
D. Smallest numerator 

(ix) Dr. Munroe climbed Mount Kilimanjaro as a tourist from America, as he climbs up the 

mountain he experienced temperature changes and he stated shivering. The tour guide told 

him that as someone ascends in an altitude the temperature tends to: 

A. Decrease and increase at the same time 

B. Decrease at the rate of 0.6°C for every 100 metres 

C. Increase at the rate of 0.6°C 

D. Remain constant 

(x) Imagine that your village is in between two river basins, which geographical term(s) among 

the following that you can use to name your village? 

A. Basin zone 

B. Distributaries 
C. Tributary 
D. Water divide 
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2. Match the items in column A from those of column B. 

COLUMNB 
COLUMN A 

A. Measuring instrument 
Element of weather 

Wind 
Atmospheric pressure 

ii. Rainfall 

| iv. Temperature 

v. Humidity 

B. Campbell stokes sunshine recorder. 

C. Rain gauge ii. 
D. Hygrometer 

E. Wind vane and Anemometer 

F. Barometer 

G. Thermometer 

H. Evaporimeter 

Answers 

V. LIST A 11. i. V. 

LIST B 

3. The following statements are either correct or not correct. Write TRUE if the statement is correct 

or FALSE if the statement is not corect. 

The time within a particular area is termed as Local Mean Time (LMT). 

Mwananzige lives in Dar es Salaam and she sees the sun very early in the morning, when (ii) 
she shifted to Kagera she found that the sun rises very late. When she asked the geographers, 

they told him that People in coastal region see the sun earlier than those in kagera due to the 

earth's revolution from east to west. 

ii) One of the conditions which favours the development of tourism is that of good weather and 

climate. 

(iv) Our friend from the neighbor school told us that Light industries involve manufacturing of 

heavy and bulky products. 

(V) When we were studying map work, one of our friend said Magnetic compass is used to 

determine the position of the sun in a day. 

(vi) The geography teacher told us that Renewable energy resources cannot be finished. 

(vii) Rotation of the earth causes difference in time between places. 

(vii) When you drink oceanic water it is too saline but the same water in some places are not too 

saline, when we asked geography teacher he told us that the salinity of the ocean water varies 

from place to place due to the different rates of evaporation.
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(ix) The energy produced due to the movement of water is biogas. 

(x)All latitudes are great circles. 

SECTION B (45 marks) 
Answer ALL questions in this section. 

4. (a) The Prime minister was addressing the Assembly where he started by saying "Tanzania is a 

gifted land, it is surrounded by many water bodies including Indian ocean, Lake Victoria, 

Nyasa, Tanganyika and the like." Imagine that you are among the Member of Parliament, 

outline five economic resources which are obtained from water bodies as to support the PM's 

speech. 

) 

(ii). 

(iv) 

(V) 

b) Assume that after the Prime Minister's speech you get a promotion to be the member of water 

bodies conservation board (WBCB), suggest five (5) ways of conserving water resources that 

you would like to share with other board members. 

) 

ii) 

111) 

(iv)_ 

(v) 
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(c) Define Great circles and explain three (3) characteristics of Great Circles. 

Definition 

i). 

(ii)_ 

5. (a) Many people get confusions because they see different types of mountains especially those 

who visited Tanga, Singida, Ruvuma, Kilimanjaro, Arusha etc. If you asked them why they 
get such confusion, they tell you that they have not attended secondary education. Can you 

please help them to differentiate those mountains by explaining four categories of mountains 
with correct examples? 

(i). 

ii) 

(iv) 

(b) Some of investors in industries fail to develop their industries because of poor knowledge of 
locating industries. You never know, you can become a good investor tomorrow, show five (5) 

important factors that you will consider in the location of your industries. 

(i). 

(i)_ 
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iv) 

(c)Study the diagram below carefully, then label features (i)-(Vi) 

SeaLeve 

Heavy rocks Lightrocks 

A. 
B. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

6. Study the sketch map provided and answer the questions that follow: 

1:592a 

() Name the method used to express the scale which has been used in the sketch map. 
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(i) Mention two (2) ways which can be used to measure the distance of the road in the sketch map. 

i) Mention three (3) basic components of a map that are in the given sketch map. 

(iv) Convert the given scale into a statement. 

(v) Mention three methods which can be used to calculate the area of the forest on the sketched 

map. 

SECTIONC (30 Marks) 
Answer two (2) questions from this section 

7. It is true that tourism contributes a lot to the growth of economy in Tanzania. As a patriotic 
citizen, can you help to campaign tourism industry by elaborating five (5) tourist honeypots 
found in Tanzania. 

8. There was a debate between educated people and non-cducated on the shape of the earth. Non- 
educated people say the earth is flat while educated say the earth is spherical. As one of the 
educated person, defend your education by briefly mentioning and explaining five (5) evidence to 
prove that the Earth is spherical. 

9. One of the biggest project in Tanzania is Rufiji River Basin Development Authority (RUBADA). 
What does it mean by RUBADA? 

(ii) Educate people on the contribution of Rufiji River Basin Development Authority (RUBADA) to the growth of economy in Tanzania by mentioning only five (5) grounds. 

10. Imagine that the District Officer (DC) visits your village because the villagers have complained a 
lot about the burdens that girl children face when match long distance to find water, but during the 
meeting with DC no one speak because of fear. Therefore, you as a confident person, explain how 

walking long distance to the water sources affect the girl child. Explain five (5) points. 
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